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Budget Ministers’ Meeting 
Budget 2006 Package 

 
4:00pm Monday 20 March 2006 

Prime Minister’s Office 
 
 
Recommendations 

Capital 

Either: 
 
a agree to the package of capital funding proposed for Budget 2006; or 
 
b discuss possible changes to the Budget package and finalise accordingly; 
 
c agree to swap $288m from operating to capital funding in 2006/07, being the 

amount of extra capital funding that was actually required in 2006/07 rather than 
$350m indicated previously; 

 
d agree that the underspend of the Budget 2006 capital allowance in 2005/06 be 

used to offset the overspend on the operating allowance, to minimise any 
additional fiscal stimulus in that year; 

 
e agree that the underspend of the Budget 2006 capital allowance in 2007/08, 

2008/09 and 2009/10 be added to the Budget 2007 capital allowance, taking the 
capital allowance for Budget 2007 to $858m; 

 
Health 

f note that $750m of operating funding was previously agreed for Health; 
  
g note that the package of initiatives to be funded within the $750m allocation has 

yet to be finalised and the level of precommitments against an indicative Health 
allocation for Budget 2007 is yet to be determined; 

 
Other outstanding items 

h note I am considering several revenue policy initiatives with the Minister of 
Revenue for inclusion in the May Tax Bill that have a fiscal impact above that 
agreed in the Revenue bilateral; 

 
i note that there is continuing discussion over the level of funding agreed for 

Foreign Affairs and that the package of initiatives to be funded within this has yet 
to be finalised; 

 
j note I am considering options that would provide for more certainty in the State 

Highway plan over the coming five years that may cost at least $500m above the 
capital package agreed in (a) above, and potentially substantially more; 
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k note that Hon Maharey has advised me of a proposed change to the Families – 
Young and Old package agreed on 6 March that would add the “Reducing 
Violence within Families” initiative and fund it by scaling back the “Extending 
Eligibility for Disability Allowance and Special Benefit/Temporary Additional 
Support” initiative included within the Families package and funding in existing 
Vote: Social Development baselines; 

 
l note that I have received a request from the Progressive Party to fund several 

additional initiatives and that I have indicated to Mr Anderton that these should be 
considered as part of Budget 2007; 

 
m note that discussions are underway with the Green Party regarding several 

initiatives which may require funding additional to that already agreed; 
 
n agree that the outcome of the issues identified in recommendations g, h, i, j, k, l 

and m above (i.e. Health, Revenue, Foreign Affairs, Transport, Families – Young 
and Old, the Progressive Party and the Green Party) be considered by Cabinet 
as part of or alongside the Budget 2006 Package; 

 
Fiscal Objectives 

o agree that I seek Cabinet’s authorisation to refresh the long-term debt objective 
in order to clarify the path of debt over the next ten years around existing levels; 

 
p note that my current view of a possible debt objective is “Manage total debt at 

prudent levels.  Gross sovereign-issued debt broadly stable around 20% of GDP 
for the next ten years”; 

 
q [information deleted in order to maintain the current constitutional conventions 

protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by ministers and officials]; 
 
r note that I also intend to try and increase the awareness of a broader set of 

short-term fiscal indicators; 
 
s note that the revised long-term debt objective will be finalised in consultation with 

the Prime Minister; 
 
Future Budgets 

t note the precommitments and other pressures of which we are already aware 
against Budget 2007; 

 
u agree that the Cabinet Budget paper will indicate the Themes process will endure 

through the term and that to maximise its contribution to achieving our objectives, 
Theme Groups will engage on an ongoing basis during the course of the  
year; and 

 
Communications 

v discuss an approach for communicating Budget 2006 and its key components. 
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Purpose of Meeting 
 
1. At our meeting on 6 March we agreed three Theme packages and the “Other” 

operating package as key elements of Budget 2006.  The purpose of this meeting 
is to agree the entire Budget 2006 Package.  Those elements that we have not 
discussed previously are new operating funding for Health and the Capital 
expenditure proposed. 

 
2. Attached to this paper is the draft of the Budget 2006 Cabinet Paper.  This paper 

is due to Cabinet Office on Wednesday 22 March for CBC on Monday 27 March 
and Cabinet on Monday 3 April.  The Cabinet Paper summarises the entire 
Budget Package.  This paper highlights the Health and Capital packages 
specifically, along with some small changes subsequent to our 6 March meeting 
or outstanding issues.  It also considers some changes to the way we 
communicate our fiscal strategy and the long-term objectives, which I intend to 
signal in the Cabinet Paper. 

 
Finalising the Budget Package 
 
Capital 

Budget 2006 - Capital 

$ millions, GST exclusive 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 and 
outyears

Available funding
Budget 2006 capital allowance 225             776             544             181             184             
plus operating/capital swap 288             

Subtotal 225             1,064          544             181             184             

Funding for initiatives
Education 125             81               97               75               32               
Defence 0                 305             0                 0                 0                 
Justice 11               123             87               (60)              1                 
Health 0                 30               28               65               23               
Transport 0                 6                 20               2                 23               
Other (21)              138             62               23               (5)                

2006/07 contingency1 33               381             71               35               (9)                

Subtotal 148             1,064          366             139             65               

Underspend/(Overspend) 77               0                 178             42               119             
1 Includes a general contingency ($50m in 2006/07 and $25m in 2007/08) plus tagged contingency items  
 
3. The Budget 2006 Capital package will spend $1.8 billion over the forecast period 

and $102m beyond 2009/10 (as it includes ten years of funding for Waikato 
roading).  The proposed package includes (as summarised in the Cabinet paper): 

 
• a $300m deposit for Defence helicopters consistent with the long-term 

development plan; 
• funding for transport including $170m over ten years for Waikato roading; 
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• a new Youth Justice facility in the central region for young offenders and 
funds to strengthen the National Court infrastructure; 

• investment to support increases in Police frontline capacity and the 
National Assistance Centre; 

• funding already agreed by Cabinet to house the prison muster; 
• funding for the rollout of the Health Capital Budget; 
• meeting the capital cost of removing interest on student loans; 
• contingency funding for Centres of Research Excellence and the 

Partnership for Excellence, and further investment in School Property; 
• a commitment to $60m over 3 years for the Venture Investment Fund (of 

which approximately $40m will be new funding); 
• a $100m contingency to allow us to proceed with Kyoto compliance 

measures; 
• debt and equity funding for the NZ Railways Corporation; 
• enhanced security for MFAT offices abroad; and 
• funding to redevelop the National Library. 

 
4. As indicated previously to Budget Ministers, this package of Capital does not fund 

some significant projects.  The following tables identify the significant initiatives 
declined in Budget 2006 and additional risks against Budget 2007: 

 
[information deleted in order to maintain the current constitutional conventions 
protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by ministers and officials] 

 
5. In addition to the risks identified above, we are also likely to come under pressure 

in Budget 2007 to provide additional capital funding for the school building 
programme, housing, and a further youth justice facility. 

 
6. I had proposed swapping $350m from operating to capital funding in 2006/07.  It 

has not proved necessary to swap this entire amount from operating to capital as 
it was not all needed for capital projects in the 2006/07 year.  Rather than $350m 
I propose to show a $288m swap from operating to capital in 2006/07.  This will 
show capital spending in balance in 2006/07, and reduce the size of the 
operating overspend indicated in the 2006/07 year.  

 
7. I propose to use the $77m capital underspend shown in 2005/06 to offset the 

$73m operating overspend in that year.   
 
8. The capital underspend in 2007/08, 2008/09 and 2009/10 amounts to $338m.  I 

propose to use this amount to increase the capital allowance for Budget 2007 as 
shown in the table below.  The current Budget 2007 capital allowance of $520m 
looks particularly tight given the pressures of which I am already aware (including 
those significant items above not supported in Budget 2006). 

 

2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 Total
Budget 2007 capital allowance as per Budget Strategy 20 200 150 150 520
Budget 2006 capital underspend (from 07/08) 178 42 119 338
New Budget 2007 capital allowance 20 378 192 269 858

Gross debt impact ($ millions) 
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Health Operating Funding 

9. We had announced $750m of funding would be available as part of Budget 2006 
for Health, including the $489m that had previously been appropriated through 
the Health Funding Package. 

 
10. The package of initiatives to be funded within the $750m allocation has yet to be 

finalised.  A report-back on the specific initiatives to be funded in Budget 2006 is 
required.  I expect that decisions will be made in time to include financial 
recommendations within the Budget paper for Cabinet, although the lateness of 
decisions will place pressure on officials to ensure this.    

 
11. During the bilateral discussion I agreed an indicative allocation of $750m per 

annum in each of Budgets 2007 and 2008 for Health, although these are not 
formal precommitments and would be reassessed prior to Budget 2007.  A 
number of initiatives that the Minister of Health is likely to fund in Budget 2006 
have increasing outyear operating profiles.  I have agreed with the Minister of 
Health that funding for the outyear increase of these initiatives may be treated as 
a charge against the indicative allocations for future Budgets, although the level 
of this has yet to be determined.  

 
Other Changes 

12. Subsequent to our meeting to discuss the Theme packages and “Other” a 
number of other issues have arisen, which I wanted to bring to your attention: 

 
• Revenue – several policy initiatives to be included in the May Tax Bill are 

being finalised, which would have a combined fiscal impact of up to $19m 
per annum.  The most expensive initiative within this relates to the taxation 
of offshore investment income through collective investment vehicles 
(annual cost of $13m).  The other policy changes identified as having a 
fiscal impact are zero-rating financial services connected with equity 
investment for the purposes of GST (annual cost of $4m), charitable donee 
status, and deductibility of geothermal capital costs.  These items will be 
submitted to Cabinet in conjunction with the Budget Cabinet Paper and will 
be reflected in our communications of Budget 2006. 

 
• Foreign Affairs – there is continuing discussion over the level of funding 

agreed for Foreign Affairs, although I am keen to ensure the total funding 
does not change from the $31.5m over four years that we discussed on 6 
March as part of the “Other” package.  Prolonged discussions have meant 
that the package of Foreign Affairs initiatives to be funded within the 
envelope have not yet been finalised.  I expect that decisions will be made 
in time to include financial recommendations within the Budget paper for 
Cabinet. 

 
• Transport – I am considering options that would provide for more certainty 

in the State Highway plan over the coming five years.  This is likely to have 
a cost of at least $500m above the funding agreed for transport during the 
Budget bilateral and potentially substantially more.  I am investigating 
infrastructure bonds as an option for funding, but any approach is likely to 
increase gross sovereign-issued debt.  My intention is that any decision 
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would be announced on Budget Day, and officials are endeavouring to 
ensure Cabinet can consider this alongside the Budget 2006 Package. 

 
• Families – Young and Old – Hon Maharey has advised me of a proposed 

change to the composition of the package we agreed on 6 March that 
would not alter overall levels of funding.  The proposal would incorporate 
the highest ranked unfunded bid “Reducing Violence within Families”.  The 
$20.496m four-year cost of the bid would be funded by scaling back the 
cost for “Extending Eligibility for Disability Allowance and Special 
Benefit/Temporary Additional Support” included in the package (by 
$11.227m) and funding identified from within existing Vote Social 
Development baselines, as shown in the table below.  I propose that this 
change be included in the Budget 2006 package for Cabinet. 

 

$ millions, GST exclusive 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09
2009/10 

and 
outyears

5 year 
total

Initial cost of Extending eligibility of DA/TAS initiative 18.000     18.000     18.000     18.000     
Revised cost of Extending eligibility of DA/TAS initiative 2.313       14.055     14.417     14.735     15.253     
Saving 2.313       (3.945)      (3.583)      (3.265)      (2.747)     
Additional savings from Vote SD baselines (9.272)      
Total savings identified (6.959)      (3.945)      (3.583)      (3.265)      (2.747)     (20.499)    

applied to:
Reducing violence in families - Vote SD component 2.364       3.344       3.544       3.040       
Reducing violence in families - Vote CYF component 2.051       2.051       2.051       2.051       
Total cost of Reducing violence in families 4.415       5.395       5.595       5.091       20.496      

 
• Progressive Party – I have received a request from the Progressive Party 

to fund several additional initiatives.  I have indicated to Mr Anderton that 
these should be considered as part of Budget 2007. 

 
• Green Party – I have received a request from the Green Party to provide 

additional funding for several initiatives.  Discussions are underway with the 
Green Party and may result in funding additional to that already agreed.  
Any decisions would be incorporated into the Budget 2006 Package. 

 
Refreshing the Long-Term Fiscal Objectives 
 
13. In the 2005 Fiscal Strategy Report (FSR) and the 2006 Budget Policy Statement 

(BPS) I signalled that we would refresh the long-term fiscal objectives in advance 
of the 2006 Budget.  At the start of a new parliamentary term it is particularly 
appropriate to take stock of recent progress towards the current fiscal objectives 
as well as reflect on the practical experience of operating fiscal policy over the 
last term. 

 
14. Our overall fiscal strategy is to strengthen the public finances to better manage 

the future fiscal pressures associated with an ageing population.  We do this by 
saving (accumulating financial assets in the New Zealand Superannuation Fund 
(NZS Fund)) and reducing and then keeping debt at prudent levels. 

 
15. But communicating our fiscal strategy has proved challenging.  There is a 

continued lack of understanding of the operating surplus, which we use to finance 
contributions to the NZS Fund and pay capital expenses.  We largely fund capital 
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spending from operating surpluses rather than borrowing in order not to increase 
the long-run debt burden when we are putting money aside in the NZS Fund. 

 
16. We express and quantify the fiscal strategy through the long-term fiscal 

objectives.  I believe that refreshing the objectives, along with efforts to increase 
the awareness of a broader set of fiscal indicators, may help strengthen 
understanding of our overall strategy.   

 
17. Fiscal objectives exist with respect to debt, the operating balance, revenue, 

expenses and net worth (as required under the Public Finance Act (PFA)).  The 
operating balance and debt objectives are key to the strategy, broadly quantifying 
how much we want to strengthen the fiscal position over the next 10 years.  They 
are currently: 

 
Operating surplus on average over the economic cycle sufficient to meet 
the requirements for contributions to the NZS Fund and meet the debt 
objective. 
 
Manage total debt at prudent levels.  Gross sovereign-issued debt-to-GDP 
as a percentage of GDP slowly reducing over the longer term and passing 
through 20% of GDP before 2015. 

 
18. We have made faster progress towards these objectives than expected due to 

better than expected economic growth (although this is partly cyclical) and a 
cautious approach to fiscal management.  The Half Year Update forecasts 
showed debt to GDP falling to around 20% by the end of the 2006/07 fiscal year.  
It is useful to take account of this progress in formulating the debt objective. 

 
19. I also believe the debt objective should indicate that we now have no strong 

desire to keep the debt-to-GDP ratio trending down beyond 20%, as implied by 
the current objective.  I am comfortable that debt at around 20% is a prudent 
level.  The objective should also be formulated in a way that takes account of 
economic uncertainty and allows for the additional volatility in gross debt 
expected to result from the introduction of the International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) in 2007, and other changes to the balance sheet that are 
outside our control (for example, the recent increase in the Cash Settlement 
Target by the Reserve Bank).   

 
 
 
 
20. For these reasons I intend to seek Cabinet’s authorisation to refresh the current 

long-term debt objective based on the following principles: 
 

• clarifying the path of debt over the next ten years (as required by the PFA) 
to make clear we see debt remaining around current levels (20% of GDP) 
and not trending down further; and 

 
• increasing the short-term flexibility around the debt objective so that we will 

not need to adjust policy settings in response to short-term fiscal or 
economic shocks when there is no substantial change in the long-run trend 
from 20% debt to GDP. 
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21. My current view is that a formulation along the lines of the following is a possible 
appropriate objective: 

 
Manage total debt at prudent levels.  Gross sovereign-issued debt broadly 
stable around 20% of GDP over the next ten years. 

 
These would be finalised along with the debt objective, in consultation with the Prime 
Minister, as part of finalising the 2006 FSR. 
 
22. [information deleted in order to maintain the current constitutional conventions 

protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by ministers and officials].   
 
23. [information deleted in order to maintain the current constitutional conventions 

protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by ministers and officials]. 
 
24. To aid communication I also intend to try and increase the awareness of a 

broader set of short-term fiscal indicators.  I intend working on a set of short-term 
fiscal indicators over the next month that we could usefully publish.   

 
Pressures for Budget 2007 
 
25. In the Cabinet Paper I intend to remind Ministers of the precommitments that 

already exist against the operating allowance of $1.9 billion for Budget 2007: 
 

• the Defence Funding Package ($58m per annum); 
• Official Development Assistance ($38m per annum); 
• Tertiary Student Component Funding Rate Changes ($28.5m in 2007/08 

rising to $57m from 2008/09); and 
• Carbon Tax (approximately $350m per annum). 

 
26. In addition to these precommitments, Theme Ministers also identified a number of 

items for us to be aware of in considering Budget 2007.  The following table of  
 pressures was included in the multilateral paper we received for our 6 March 

meeting.  It presents the possible pressures we may face in Budget 2007 - these 
are indicative figures only and policy choices still exist. 

 
[information deleted in order to maintain the current constitutional conventions 
protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by ministers and officials] 

 
Operating Pressures Against Budget 2007  
 
27. With respect to capital, the earlier tables identify key capital pressures against 

Budget 2007 including items not supported in Budget 2006 and additional risks. 
 
 
 
 
 
Continued Engagement of Theme Groups 
 
28. The Theme Group process has provided a mechanism for prioritising Budget 

2006 initiatives under the key outputs we wish to advance during this term.   
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I think everyone would agree, however, that the tight timeframes involved did not 
allow Ministers to consider in detail what was already being funded within their 
baselines and coordinate policy to best contribute to our objectives.   
Furthermore, we want to ensure that we are purposeful in our approach to 
Budgets 2007 and 2008, to ensure we deliver on our objectives, our key 
manifesto commitments and our support agreements with other parties. 

 
29. I propose to use the Budget 2006 Cabinet paper to indicate to our Cabinet 

colleagues that the Themes identified for Budget 2006 will endure through the 
term (albeit that the sub-Themes may vary between years).  To maximise the 
contribution of the Theme process to achieving our objectives for the term, I 
would expect that Theme Groups would engage on an ongoing basis during the 
course of the year.  This will enable them to be well positioned ahead of Budget 
2007 to take forward our key priorities, to fully consider trade-offs, be specific 
about the outputs we will deliver, look for opportunities within baselines and 
ensure value for money. 


